A mass filter based on an accelerating traveling wave.
We describe a novel mass filtering concept based on the acceleration of a pulsed ion beam through a stack of electrostatic plates. A precisely controlled traveling wave generated within such an ion guide will induce a mass-selective ion acceleration, with mass separation ultimately accomplished via a simple energy-filtering system. Crucial for successful filtering is that the velocity with which the traveling wave passes through the ion guide must be dynamically controlled in order to accommodate the acceleration of the target ion species. Mass selection is determined by the velocity and acceleration with which the wave traverses the ion guide, whereby the target species will acquire a higher kinetic energy than all other lighter as well as heaver species. Finite element simulations of this design demonstrate that for small masses a mass resolution M/DeltaM approximately 1000 can be achieved within an electrode stack containing as few as 20 plates. Some of the possible advantages and drawbacks which distinguish this concept from established mass spectrometric technologies are discussed.